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Abstract
In this digital period, internet has turned into an indispensable wellspring of 
correspondence in just about every calling. With the expanded use of system 
engineering, its security has developed to be exceptionally discriminating issue as the 
workstations in distinctive association hold very private data and touchy information. 
The system used to screen the system security is known as Network detection. Intrusion 
detection is to get ambushes against a machine structure. It is a discriminating 
enhancement great to go part and additionally an element extent of examination. In 
Information Security, Intrusion recognizable proof is the showing of placing exercises 
that attempt to deal the protection, respectability or availability of a benefit. It accepts 
an astoundingly key part in waylay area, security check and framework inspect. One of 
the vital tests to Intrusion Detection is the issue of misjudgement, misdetection and 
unsuccessful deficiency of steady response to the strike. In the past years, as the second 
line of boundary after firewall, the Intrusion Detection strategy has got speedy 
progression. 
This research work prepares two diverse Machine Learning techniques, both supervised 
and unsupervised, for Network Intrusion Detection. These techniques are Naïve Bayes 
(supervised learning) and Self Organizing Maps (unsupervised learning). The KDD Cup 
99 dataset is utilized for Intrusion Detection Problem. As KDD Cup 99 dataset holds 
some symbolic attribute and also numeric attributes, two sorts of transformation 
technique have been utilized for these properties. These are conditional probabilities 
conversion technique and indicator variables transformation. The two machine learning 
procedures are prepared on both kind of transformed dataset and afterward their 
outcomes are looked at with respect to the correctness of intrusion detection.
Keywords: Network Intrusion Detection, supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 
Self-Organizing Map, Naïve Bayes, Conditional Probability Symbolic Conversion, 
Indicator Variable Symbolic Conversion, KDD Cup 1999. 
